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B O O K  A N N O U N C E M E N T

Engaging History and Romance from
Bestselling Author Judith Miller

• Set amid the beautiful rolling hills of West Virginia just after the Civil War

•  Offers a glimpse inside the early days of pottery design and manufacturing 
in America

• Perfect for the core CBA reader of historical fiction

When Rose McKay convinces her brother, Ewan, to invest in a pottery business, she’s  
determined to assist him in making the venture a success. Having just graduated from 
the Philadelphia School of Design for Women, she believes she can design pieces that 
will sell well. In her efforts to help the pottery flourish, Rose reconnects with Joshua 
Harkness, who oversees his own family’s pottery works in a nearby town.

Rylan Campbell has never liked change, but the new owners of the pottery seem to be 
the decent sort. He just wishes Rose wouldn’t insist on cleaning and moving everything. 
But when McKay Pottery starts losing business to the Harkness company, Rylan realizes 
Joshua might be taking advantage of Rose.

Then Franklin Hotels announces a design contest. Winning the Franklin contract would 
be exactly the boost McKay Pottery needs, so Rose and Rylan work closely together to 
create something magnificent. With Joshua’s company as their main competition, can 
Rylan convince Rose her trust in Joshua may be misplaced?

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Judith Miller is an awardwinning writer whose avid research and love for history 
are reflected in her bestselling novels. Judy and her family make their home in 
Topeka, Kansas. Learn more at judithmccoymiller.com.
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